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Controlled and non‐invasive cell harvesting from responsive surfaces devoted to cell culture is of high relevance for biomedical research, regenerative medicine, and tissue engineering.[1](#anie201509025-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The substrates should provide multivalency (be suitable for different cell types) and high biocompatibility, allowing surface biofunctionalization if needed. The cell detachment from the substrate should be minimally invasive, efficient, and ensure cell viability.[2](#anie201509025-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}

The standard procedure for detaching cells from a culture substrate includes the use of digesting enzymes which may irreversibly damage cells, thus greatly hindering biomedical applications such as tissue engineering. Alternatively, physicochemical stimuli might induce cell detachment from substrates including electrochemical stimulus,[3](#anie201509025-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} as well as variations in pH[4](#anie201509025-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} and temperature.[5](#anie201509025-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Fabrication of these substrates usually requires a huge synthetic effort, discarding a subsequent modification.

Remote irradiation with light stands out as one of the most convenient triggers for cell detachment. Visible green light has been used to induce cell detachment from a substrate covered with small gold nanoparticles.[6](#anie201509025-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} UV light in combination with photodegradable polymers has also been proposed to lift off cells.[7](#anie201509025-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} UV/Vis light adequately performs cell detachment, however significantly damages biological material. On the other hand, light in the near‐infrared (NIR) range (800--2500 nm) appears as a highly convenient stimulus for cell detachment as it is biocompatible, displays significant transmission in biological fluids and tissues, minimal heating of aqueous media, and most importantly, no induced photomodification of biomolecules.[8](#anie201509025-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

Herein we introduce purpose‐designed plasmonic substrates as versatile platforms for culture and retrieval of cells. The plasmonic substrates were fabricated by deposition of small Au nanoparticle "seeds", followed by a chemical growth step leading to a dense array of branched Au nanostructures (Figure [1](#anie201509025-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). This chemical route combines high plasmon efficiency and firm attachment of the nanoparticles onto the substrate.[9](#anie201509025-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} The former leads to a broad plasmon absorbance band in the red and NIR spectral regions, so that cell detachment can then be activated using NIR light. The latter provides mechanical resistance to modification by culture media and living cells.[10](#anie201509025-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

![Fabrication of plasmonic substrates for cell culture and harvesting. A) Schematic representation of the fabrication process. B) Vis‐NIR spectra of plasmonic substrates before (green line) and after (dark‐blue line) the chemical growth of adsorbed Au nanoparticle seeds. C) SEM image of the plasmonic surface. D) Photograph of a plasmonic substrate on glass.](ANIE-55-974-g001){#anie201509025-fig-0001}

Au nanoparticles were deposited on a glass substrate by micellar block copolymer nanolithography (BCML), in which inverse micelles of the block copolymer polystyrene‐b‐poly‐2‐vinylpyridine (PS‐b‐P2VP) containing Au ions in the hydrophilic core, are deposited by dip‐coating onto a substrate, forming a two‐dimensional ordered hexagonal array.[11](#anie201509025-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} The monolayer of inverse micelles is then subjected to a short treatment of oxygen plasma for four minutes, leading to formation of Au nanoparticles with an average diameter of 15 nm. Subsequent chemical growth was induced by immersion in a solution of AuCl~4~ ^−^ ions, ascorbic acid, and hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), which yields anisotropic Au nanostructures with elongated branches pointing out in random orientations.[12](#anie201509025-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Nanoparticles with branch lengths of about 40--60 nm and average branch diameter of about 30 nm were obtained (see Figures S1 and S2). The wide distribution of orientations of the branches and short interparticle distances (less than 10 nm) lead to extensive plasmon coupling, as shown in Figure [1](#anie201509025-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}.[13](#anie201509025-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} The localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) band shifts from a single peak centered at 525 nm, corresponding to a monolayer of small Au nanoparticles before the growth step, to a broad band ranging from 600 to 1100 nm after growth and branching. This broad plasmon band thus arises from both nanoparticle anisotropy and extensive plasmon coupling at small interparticle distances. A second treatment with oxygen plasma reduces any remaining Au ions and completely cleans the surface of the substrates by removing organic residues, as indicated by X‐ray photoelectron spectroscopy (see Figure S3).[14](#anie201509025-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} This procedure can be scaled up to any desired substrate size (Figure [1](#anie201509025-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} D).

With the aim to promote cell adhesion we functionalized the surface of gold nanostructures with thiolated c‐RGD, a cyclic three amino acid peptide that is present in many integrin‐binding ligands (see structure and characterization in Figure S4). Depending on the experimental target, other thiolated biomolecules such as antibodies or DNA aptamers could also be used. Integrins constitute a transmembrane protein family forming clusters responsible for cell adhesion to surfaces, hence they are of high relevance toward tissue repair.[15](#anie201509025-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Including the RGD biofunctional group on top of a metallic substrate by simple thiol chemistry, the morphology and intracellular signaling of integrin‐expressing cells can be modified when attached.

We selected five different murine and human cell lines to test the general applicability of the plasmonic substrates for NIR‐triggered detachment. We investigated the expression of the integrin αVβ3 on tumoral (HeLa and A549) and non‐tumoral (HUVEC) human cells, expressing an adherent phenotype with cell spreading. We also studied the murine macrophage‐like cell line J774, which whilst adherent has a more rounded phenotype but also expresses integrins which are used for a variety of roles including phagocytosis.[16](#anie201509025-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Fluorescence microscopy (Figure [2](#anie201509025-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) shows the cellular morphology on plasmonic substrates. Whereas the morphologies of Hela, A549 and J774 cells do not vary significantly when grown on the plasmonic substrates, HUVEC cells show stretching when grown on bare (RGD‐free) plasmonic substrates, as demonstrated by the increase in aspect ratio (Figure [2](#anie201509025-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Study of cell morphology on plasmonic substrates as a function of integrin content in the cell membrane. A) HeLa; B) A549; C) HUVEC; D) J774. Fluorescence microscopy images of cells as grown on bare plasmonic substrates (Au, pictures on the left) and c‐RGD‐coated plasmonic substrates (RGD, pictures on the right). Staining was as follows: nuclei (blue), vinculin (green), actin (red). Scale bar is 50 μm. Aspect ratio of the cells defined as the ratio between the longest and shortest dimensions. Only HUVEC cells show significant differences by Student\'s t‐test, \*p\<0.05.](ANIE-55-974-g002){#anie201509025-fig-0002}

However, when grown on RGD‐functionalized plasmonic substrates, their morphology was similar to those grown on glass (Figures S5 and S6). Changes in the morphology of the HUVEC cells by including the c‐RGD peptide on the surface of the substrate can be rationalized in terms of the integrin content of these cells. HeLa and A549 cells express a low integrin content as compared to HUVEC cells, which overexpress αVβ3 integrin, as determined by flow cytometry (Figure S7).[17](#anie201509025-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} HUVEC cells on bare plasmonic substrates might undergo conformational stress, as the Au nanostructures impede the regular attachment of cells on the substrates via integrin clusters. J774 macrophages show no changes in morphology which is likely due to the inherent use of integrins by macrophages as phagocytic receptors and not RGD ligand receptors.[18](#anie201509025-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} The plasmonic surfaces are therefore highly versatile, so that any biofunctional group can be incorporated using simple thiol chemistry. Control experiments were carried out with cells grown on smooth Au films as opposed to nanoparticle based films (Figures S8--S10). No significant differences in the cell growth pattern (aspect ratio, cell area or fluorescent staining to show morphology) were found, nor were cells detached upon irradiation with NIR light, indicating that the plasmonic substrates do not influence the morphology of the cells due to the nanostructure.[19](#anie201509025-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

By exploiting the strong plasmon absorption in the NIR together with the excellent cell growth on these plasmonic substrates, successful detachment of living cells by remote NIR irradiation was realized. Functionalization with the c‐RGD peptide did not influence the detachment whereas control experiments on glass slides resulted in detachment values below 10 % (Figures [3](#anie201509025-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} and Figures S11--S14). RGD (as most biofunctional groups) displays a size of a few nm, thus not sufficiently separating the cell from local photothermal phenomena occurring at the plasmonic surface. Each cell line required a different irradiation time and power density for detachment (Table [1](#anie201509025-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The values of power density are much lower than those in previous reports that used visible light coupled to the plasmon of individual spherical nanoparticles, usually in the range of tens of W cm^−2^.[20](#anie201509025-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} The safety limit for the maximum power for a long exposure to skin up to 500 minutes has been set to 1 W cm^−2^, well above the values used herein.[21](#anie201509025-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}

![Cell detachment by NIR radiation. Transmitted light images of HeLa cells grown on glass (A,B) or on plasmonic substrates (C,D), before (A,C) and after (B,D) irradiation with a NIR laser at 980 nm. E) Cell detachment rates upon NIR irradiation of HeLa, A549, HUVEC and J774, as labeled. The cells were grown on glass, bare plasmonic substrates (Au), and c‐RGD‐coated plasmonic substrates (RGD).](ANIE-55-974-g003){#anie201509025-fig-0003}

###### 

Experimental conditions of NIR laser irradiation at 980 nm for cell detachment from c‐RGD‐coated plasmonic substrates.

  Cell line         Power density \[mW cm^−2^\]   Exposure time \[min\]   Total power \[W\]
  ----------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------- -------------------
  HeLa              340                           20                      4.8
  A549              340                           40                      4.8
  HUVEC             145                           5                       2.0
  J774              340                           40                      4.8
  3T3 fibroblasts   305                           30                      4.3
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The detachment efficiency of cells grown on plasmonic substrates is related to the average cell area. A549 and J774 cells display the smallest area per cell (ca. 900 and 300 μm^2^, respectively), and were detached with an efficiency of 80 %. On the other hand, HeLa and HUVEC cells display a comparatively larger area per cell (1300 and 4000 μm^2^, respectively), and displayed detachment efficiencies approaching 100 %. The irradiation time required for detachment was also shorter for HeLa and HUVEC cells than for A549 and J774 cells.

The detachment of living cells from the plasmonic substrates upon NIR irradiation may be due to a combination of phenomena at the cell‐plasmonic substrate interface: photoinduced biochemical reactions, photochemical generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), and photothermal effects. The activation of chemical reactions by NIR irradiation is unlikely, since the plasmonic substrates contain no functional groups that could be photoactivated. Additionally, NIR radiation is not typically inducing any biochemical reaction, as opposed to UV and visible light. Concerning generation of ROS, damage of the cell membrane would be expected, with subsequent cell death.[22](#anie201509025-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} On the contrary, we observe nearly complete cell survival and therefore postulate that the generation of ROS is negligible. Photothermal effects appear to be the most likely phenomenon taking place locally at the cell--substrate interface. Indeed, HUVEC cells display the largest contact area of the set of cells studied herein, and can be detached with the lowest irradiation time of only five minutes. This reduced time indicates a beneficial effect on a large contact area between cell and plasmonic substrate for the detachment. Only a mild heating of the bulk culture medium is induced by the NIR light (Figure S15), yet the increase of temperature at the nanoparticle--cell interface is expected to be higher. The localized photothermal effect is presumed to lead to the highly efficient detachment of cells, while simultaneously avoiding significant damage to cells.

The growth and detachment of 3T3 fibroblasts was also carried out. 3T3 fibroblasts produce an interconnecting extracellular matrix, commonly used as a model for tissue engineering. 3T3 fibroblasts were grown over two weeks forming a cell sheet with dimensions above 500 μm and subsequently detached using NIR laser irradiation, as described above (Figure [4](#anie201509025-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). Plasmonic substrates can also be successfully applied to cell sheets, suggesting their suitability for tissue engineering.[23](#anie201509025-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}

![Detachment of a 3T3 fibroblast cell sheet. Microscopy images of a folded 3T3 NIH fibroblast sheet grown on a bare plasmonic substrate and subsequently detached by irradiation with NIR light. Detachment parameters are similar to those used for detachment of isolated cells.](ANIE-55-974-g004){#anie201509025-fig-0004}

An essential requirement for detached cells is continued viability. We confirmed cell viability using the MTT assay by transferring detached cells into a 96‐well plate and allowing them to equilibrate and attach prior to performing the MTT assay (to measure metabolic activity). Cell viability seems to depend on the type of cell rather than on the experimental conditions used for detachment such as irradiation time or power, values between 75--100 % were generally obtained (Figure [5](#anie201509025-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). The detached cells retain the expected morphology when re‐planted on clean plasmonic substrates (Figure S16), further confirming the non‐invasive nature of NIR light.

![Cell viability, measured with the MTT assay, after NIR‐mediated detachment from plasmonic substrates. HeLa, A549, HUVEC, and J774 cells were studied on both bare plasmonic substrates (solid bars) and c‐RGD functionalized plasmonic substrates (columns with diagonal patterned lines).](ANIE-55-974-g005){#anie201509025-fig-0005}

As it is well‐known that NIR laser irradiation may form small pores in the cell membrane and therefore cause cell damage,[24](#anie201509025-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} a live/dead cell assay was conducted in which live cells stain green because of the uptake of calcein‐type dyes (cell membrane permeable) and dead cells stain red because of the passive uptake of propidium iodide (cell membrane non‐permeable). In agreement with the MTT assay, which showed increased cytotoxicity for A549 cells after laser detachment, the live/dead assay also showed a higher proportion of dead (red) cells (Figure S17). The proportion of dead cells determined using this live/dead assay was higher in all cell lines as compared to the MTT assay. This suggests that whilst small pore formation because of laser irradiation does occur (hence allowing the non‐permeable PI dye to enter cells), this pore formation is not always cytotoxic as cells continue to have an active metabolism. The pores most likely eventually close after some time.

Reusability of the substrates was finally assessed by using a plasmonic substrate previously subjected to a cycle of cell growth and detachment. These re‐used plasmonic substrates display an equivalent performance in detachment efficiency and cell viability to first‐use plasmonic substrates (Figures S18 and S19).

In summary, a bottom--up approach was developed to fabricate mechanically stable nanoplasmonic substrates exhibiting extensive plasmon coupling. The substrates were used to grow a variety of cell types. Biofunctionalization with the c‐RGD peptide via simple thiol chemistry could modify the morphology of integrin‐rich cells. This biofunctionalization step can be performed with a variety of thiolated biomolecules, which would allow us to incorporate further recognition and responsive functionalities to the plasmonic substrates in a straightforward manner. Irradiation with a 980 nm NIR laser induced detachment of most of the cells grown on nanoplasmonic substrates, with nearly complete viability of the detached cells. The photothermal effect was identified as the main cause of cell detachment. Complete cell sheets of 3T3 fibroblasts can also be detached, showing the wide scope of this procedure not only for different cell lines but also for different forms of cell organization. Nanoplasmonic surfaces are proposed for cell culture and gentle detachment using NIR light with a huge potential in biomedicine, cell biology, and tissue engineering.
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